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Here, we report strain-induced high coercivity in La0.7Sr0.3CoO3 (LSCO) films, which suffer in-plane tensile strains due to the
positive lattice mismatch between the substrate and the LSCO bulk. The films on (011)-PMN-PT exhibit large uniaxial anisotropy,
large coercivity and high saturation magnetization at low temperature in contrast to the well soft magnetic behaviors in LSCO bulk. It
is found that the coercivity of the 40 nm (001)-LSCO/STO film can be as high as 1.45 T at 10K and the observed coercivity decreases
rapidly as the thickness increases, though the curie temperature is below room temperature. The large coercivity and anisotropy
should be closely related to the strain-induced structural changes and the different orbital ordering of Co3+ and Co4+ ions. Meanwhile,
the enhanced domain wall pinning by the tensile strain may also contribute to the observed high coercivity.
Index Terms—high coercivity, non-rare-earth permanent magnets, spin, strain effect

I. INTRODUCTION

T

development of new permanent magnet materials is of
particularly importance since the high-performance
Nd2Fe14B are expensive due to the limited reserves of rare
earth Nd, Tb, Dy on the earth [1], [2]. In the past several years,
much attention has been attracted to the permanent magnet
without rare earth [3], [4], such as Zr2Co11, HfCo7 and Mnbased alloys, and excellent performance has been observed.
For example, the achieved energy products can be as high as
19.5 MGOe in Zr2Co11: Fe-Co nano-composites film. The
permanent magnetic films are mainly used in micromotor and
microwave isolator/circulator. The substrates are usually
insulating or semiconductive materials while the conventional
permanent magnetic films are mainly metallic materials. There
are two main hindrances that cannot be avoided during film
preparation. (i) The lattice mismatch introduced by the
difference between the bulk and substrates. In previous studies,
metallic buffer layer was introduced to overcome the lattice
mismatch, which is a good way to prevent film dropping off.
However, the films deposited by this method are mainly nonoriented polycrystalline which makes their easy axes distribute
randomly and is disadvantageous to the performance of the
permanent magnet. (ii) The metallic films can be easily
oxidized. This problem can be overcome partially by a cap
layer [5]. Thus, three layers are usually needed to compose the
permanent magnetic films, which make the preparation
process more complex. Till now, the two hindrances
mentioned above are still unsolved despite many efforts are
made. The well inoxidability makes the magnetic oxide film a
potential candidate for high performance permanent magnetic
film. Ferrite magnetic films were considered firstly. However,
investigations show that the saturation magnetization and
coercivity of this kind of films are much lower than that of the
metallic permanent magnetic films, which is a serious
disadvantage.
Previous studies revealed that the magnetic and electronic
properties of La1-xSrxCoO3 systems can be influenced easily
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by the interplay between the spin-state degree of freedom. In
the ground state, the parent compound LaCoO3 (LCO) is a
typical Mott insulators, showing nonmagnetim under a lowspin (LS). With increasing the temperature, the Co3+ ions can
be thermally excited to an intermediate spin (IS) state when
the temperature above 35 K, and a mixed state of IS and high
spin (HS) above 300 K. Furthermore, a HS state appears in the
LCO system above 550 K accompanied with a metal-insulator
transition [6]. By doping LCO with divalent ion Sr, the
systems would transfer into ferromagnetic for x>0.18. It is
generally believed that replacing La3+ by Sr2+ creates Co4+,
which increases the ferromagnetic double exchange
interaction (DE) between Co4+ and Co3+. However, researches
revealed that the FM metallic state of the bulk La1-xSrxCoO3
appears mostly below room temperature, which is
disadvantageous to possible potential application. Recently,
studies [7], [8] show that the external factor (high pressure,
lattice strain) can also adjust the spin-state. Similarly, a straininduced enhancement of the FM state was also observed in
both LCO and LaSrCoO3 films [6], [9], [10]. However, a
further investigation of the strain-dependent magnetic
properties in La1-xSrxCoO3 films is still lacking. In this paper,
we report strain-induced high coercivity in the Co-based
La0.7Sr0.3CoO3 (LSCO) films.
II. EXPERIMENTAL
LSCO targets were prepared by conventional solid phase
sintering method. The commercial purities of starting powders
La2O3, SrCO3, and Co3O4 are 99.99, 99.99, and 99.7 wt.%,
respectively. To introduce different strains, two kinds of
substrates with different lattice constants and orientations,
(001)-SrTiO3 (STO, 3.905 Å), (011)-0.7Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O30.3PbTiO3(PMN-PT, 4.017 Å), were chosen to deposit LSCO
thin films with various thickness using PLD technique. A KrF
excimer laser with a wavelength of 248 nm and a repetition
rate of 2 Hz was used. During the deposition, the substrate
temperature was 730 °C and the background oxygen pressure
was kept at 50 Pa. After the deposition, the films were cooled
down to room temperature in 100 Pa oxygen atmosphere to
compensating the oxygen deficiency. The thickness of films
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was controlled to be 30, 40 and 100 nm, respectively. The
crystalline structure of the LSCO bulk and films has been
measured using X-ray diffraction (XRD) with Cu-Kα radiation.
Magnetic properties were measured by a superconducting
quantum interference device-vibrating sample magnetometers
(SQUID–VSM).

Table I. Summary of thickness, out-of-plane lattice constants, a-axis lattice
constants and in-plane strains for LSCO film on various substrates.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements indicated that the
bulk LSCO displays orthorhombic structure with Pnma space
group and all films are grown with high texture crystallinity.
Fig. 1 displays a typical XRD pattern for the 40 nm LSCO
film on STO substrate. It demonstrates that the film is highly
oriented along the [001] direction and no other impurity
phases and textures were found. From the XRD pattern, the

which is consistent with previous reports[11], [12]. A distinct
separation between the ZFC and FC curves appears below the
transition temperature, which may be attributed to a spin-glass
state caused by the gradual block of the moments of the
ferromagnetic clusters with decreasing temperature. The M-T
curves for LSCO/STO films with different thickness are
shown in Fig. 2(b). The Curie temperature TC are determined,
from the M-T curves, to be 173 K, 185 K and 219 K for 30 nm,
40 nm and 100 nm films, respectively. One can find that the
TC deviates significantly from the bulk value (224 K) and
decreases with reducing the film thickness, which may
partially owe to the size effect. As well known, the size effect
can shift the TC to lower temperatures when the spin–spin
correlation length exceeds the film thickness [13]. Meanwhile,

Fig.1. X-ray diffraction patterns of 40 nm LSCO film on STO substrate

lattice parameters are determined as c~3.766 Å and a~3.861 Å,
assuming the volume of the unit cell retains the same as that of
the bulk under stress. The in-plane strain is calculated as
1.08% by using the equation of εxx=(af-ab)/ab, where af is the
lattice parameter of the film and ab is the lattice parameter of
the bulk. It’s obvious that the film experiences in-plane tensile
strain, which is consistent with the lattice mismatch between
the bulk LSCO (a3.82 Å) and the substrate of STO (a3.905
Å). The full information of all films’ lattice parameters and
estimated lattice strains are listed in Table I. One can find that
the estimated in-plane tensile strain for the film on STO
reduces from 1.13% for the 30 nm LSCO film to 0.79% for
the 100 nm film, indicating a gradual strain relaxation with
increasing the film thickness. However, the 40 nm film on
PMN-PT experiences a smaller in-plane tensile strain (0.54%)
along [100] direction compared to either 30 nm or 100 nm
film on STO despite the PMN-PT substrate has a larger lattice
mismatch with the LSCO material than STO. This fact
suggests that a few lattice defects exist in the film on PMN-PT
due to the probably incoherent growth of the film [10].
Fig. 2(a) displays the temperature dependent magnetization
(M-T) measured under 0.05 T using zero-field cooling (ZFC)
and field cooling (FC) for LSCO bulk. It can been found that
the long range ferromagnetic ordering appears at low
temperature, and the Curie temperature (T C) is about 224 K

Fig. 2. The temperature-dependent magnetization (M-T) of LSCO bulk and
films measured under 0.05 T field. a) LSCO bulk in both ZFC and FC process,
inset: the magnetic hysteresis loops of bulk recorded at 10 K. b) the M-T
curves for LSCO/STO films with different thickness.

the in-plane tensile strain introduced from the substrate may
also play an important role in affecting the TC. The in-plane
tensile strain tends to reduce the Co–O bond overlap, resulting
in a decreasing of the critical temperature of the doubleexchange interaction. Furthermore, the variation of the Co-O
bond length would violate the delicate balance between the
crystal splitting and the intra-atomic Hund exchange coupling,
leading to the transition of spin state among low spin (LS),
intermediate spin (IS) and high spin (HS) and thus the TC. The
magnetic hysteresis loops (M-H) of bulk recorded at 10K was
also presented in the inset of Fig 2(a). Similar to previous
investigations, the LSCO bulk does not show hard magnetic
properties but displays good soft magnetic behaviors with
coercivity approaching zero [14]. However, for the strainedfilms, a quite different ferromagnetic (FM) behavior is
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identified from the M-H curves.
Fig.3 (a) shows the magnetic hysteresis loops (M-H) of
40nm LSCO films on (011)-PMN-PT measured at 10 K. The
magnetic field up to 5 T is applied along the in-plane [100]
and [01-1] directions, respectively. Firstly, one can notice that
the film displays significant anisotropic M-H loops along the
in-plane [100], [01-1] directions. The perfect squareness of MH loops along the in-plane [01-1] direction indicates that the
[01-1] is the easy-axis while the [100] is the hard-axis. The
coercivity is about 0.56 T for the [01-1] direction. Such high
coercivity and large uniaxial anisotropy indicate that the inplane tensile strained-film behaves some hard magnetism,
different from the bulk LSCO. Meanwhile, the maximum
magnetization measured along easy-axis and hard-axis are
almost the same, which indicates that the sample has been
magnetized to the saturated state under 5 T magnetic field.
The saturation magnetization is about 71 emu/g, which is
almost twice the value of bulk LSCO. The tensile strain can
enlarge the in-plane lattice parameter and lead to a tetragonal
distortion in the LSCO film, which results in further reduction
of the separation between the upper t2g and lower eg levels.
Thus, more intermediate spin (IS) or high spin (HS) state in
Co ions may be induced by the tensile strain, resulting in a
high saturation magnetization.

Fig.3. The magnetic hysteresis (M-H) loops measured at 10 K for the LSCO
films. a) 40 nm (011)-LSCO/PMN-PT for in-plane [100] and [01-1] directions.
b) 40 nm and 100 nm (001)-LSCO/STO films

The M-H loops of 40 nm and 100nm (001)-LSCO/STO
films measured at 10 K with magnetic field along the in-plane
[100] direction are displayed in Fig. 3(b). One can surprisingly
find that the coercivity of the thinner film can be as high as
1.45 T. As the film thickness increases to 100 nm, the
introduced tensile strain from the substrate is partially relaxed
(Table I) and the coercivity reduces to 0.6 T while the
squareness and remanent magnetization keep nearly
unchanged. Similarly, by comparing the properties of 40 nm
films on different substrates PMN-PT and STO, one can find
that the coercivity of LSCO/PMN-PT film along [01-1] easyaxis is 0.56 T, which is smaller than 1.45 T of LSCO/STO
film, noting the tensile strain of former is smaller than that of
the latter by half. All these observed coercivity in the strained
films are much larger than the one of bulk LSCO, indicating
that the in-plane tensile strain plays a critical role in producing
the high coercivity for the LSCO film. Furthermore, these
results are consistent with the fact that the in-plane tensile

strain in the 40 nm-LSCO/STO film is larger compared to that
in the 100 nm film and the film on PMN-PT, demonstrating
that the induced coercivity increases with the increase of inplane tensile strain. Despite the exact reason of large
coercivity induced by tensile strain in LSCO films is unclear
at this moment, we may reveal a tip of the iceberg of the
underlying principle by considering the correlations between
magnetic and electric properties. The further investigations on
the transport measurements demonstrate that all the films on
both STO and PMN-PT display FM insulating behavior, in
contrast to the metal FM behavior of the bulk. The tensile
strain-induced Jahn-Teller-type distortion of the CoO6
octahedra in the films may affect the orbital ordering of Co3+
and Co4+ ions, thus favoring the FM super-exchange
interactions, similar to the case in the low-doped La1xCaxMnO3 systems. The large coercivity and anisotropy
should be closely related to the specific structural
characteristics and the different orbital ordering of Co3+ and
Co4+ ions caused by tensile strains. On the other hand, the
introduced tensile strain may also induce an inhomogeneous
distribution of FM domain [15], [16], resulting a pinning of
domain wall and thus the extra contribution to high coercivity.
IV. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have successfully fabricated highly
textured LSCO films on STO and PMN-PT substrates. The
films suffer out-of-plane compressive strains and in-plane
tensile strains due to the positive lattice mismatch between the
substrate and the LSCO bulk. For all films, the T C deviates
significantly from the bulk value (224 K) and TC decreases
with reducing the film thickness, which may owe to the size
and strain effect. The tensile strained films on (011)-PMN-PT
exhibit large uniaxial anisotropy, large coercivity and high
saturation magnetization, while the LSCO bulk shows good
soft magnetic behaviors with coercivity approaching zero.
Interestingly, the coercivity of the 40 nm LSCO/STO film can
be as high as 1.45 T. All these observed high coercivity in the
strained films are much larger than the one of bulk LSCO,
indicating that the in-plane tensile strain plays a critical role in
producing the high coercivity for the LSCO film. Furthermore,
as the films become thicker, the observed coercivity decreases
rapidly due to the relaxation of the in-plane tensile strain. The
observed large coercivity and anisotropy in present strained
LSCO film should be closely related to the tensile strain
induced structural changes and the different orbital ordering of
Co3+ and Co4+ ions. Meanwhile, the tensile strain may further
introduce extra domain wall pinning and contribute to the
observed high coercivity.”
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